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Abstract
MIRtiR eflicient cache coherence schemes for shared

memor” m~tiprocamom has attracted math attention of the
iresearc em in the area. Snoopy cache rotocole have been

&designed for bus baaed multiproceasom. owever, the snoopy
protocols are not applicable to cneral interconnection net-

#works. On the other hand, the wectory based cache prot~
cols adapt very welf to any kind of interconnection network
suchasa Multistage Network. Siice difTerent protocols have
different coat overheads, and may give difererrt performance,
the protocol to be used must be wisely selected. Although
there haa been some simulation etudjea on the behavior of
different directory schemes proposed m the literature, there
has been no systematic artdyticd model for these schemes.
In this paper we develop a detailed analytical model of the
various directory echemea on a Multistage Interconnection
Network. The shared miss ratim are computed analytically,
and the performance of the various schemesiscompared.Re-
sultsarepresentedtoghow that the directories do not form
a system bottleneck contrary to popular belief.

1 Introduction
Sharedmemory multiprocessors with private caches have
an inherent cache coherence problem aemciated with them.
The coherence problem arises when multiple copies of a
shared memory block are allowed to exist in the local caches
and one or more processors are permitted to write on the
cubed blocks locally. In order to avoid the use of stale
data, there must be mechamams to inform the concerned
cachea and the memory when a processor modifies a shared
block in its local cache. Theee m~haniems constitute a
cache coherence protocol for a multlproceaeor. The vanorra
cachecoherenceprotocolsproposed in the Literature fall into
two principal categories, the snoopy protoco/s[3, 8, 12, 16]
and the directory based protocoJs[2, 6, 19, 25].

The snoopy protocols are based on a single bus de
sign. Each cache connectaf to the multiprocmsor bus mon-
itore(snoope) every transaction on the bus and takea appr-
priate actions as dictattxf by the protocols. Although the
snoopy protocols have been proven to be very efiicient for
bus baaed multiprocessors, they are not applicable to multi-
processors baaed on a general interconnection network that
does not have a shared bus.
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In contrast, the directory protoco& are rematik in n>
ture and can work on any interconnection network. In
addition to the state information in the local cachea, the
directory schemes also store some state idormationa iB
global directories aaaociated with the memory modnks. The
various directory achemea dMer in the type and amormt of
state information stored in the global directoria and in tke
manner they handle ● particular coherence action. A request
that is ot satisfiedint e al cache u ub “ttedtothe cor-
reapon&rrg directory. ~he!%mxtory dea %e neceuuy m
herence actiona and supplies correct data to the reqtwster. It
isdue @ thiscentrali@ natureof the cache cohere ce m

tP-amem m the dwectorwr that these achemea do not epen on
a particular type of network. Muhiprcrceaaorsystems baaed
on Multiatage Interconnection Networks(MINs) are becom-
~g POPU1M[4, 9, 10, 18] due to the high scalability and coat
eff~tiveneee of the MINs. Directory baaed cache coherence
protocols will be naturally suitable for snch a mnltiproc~
eor. However, there ●xists ample criticism on the dkctory
echemea with a grreae that the centralized dimxtoriee might
become ● syetem bottleneck. The authors ue not aware of
any implementation of the directory schemes or any com-
prehensive study, either confirming or counkring the ●bove
facts.

An evaluation methodology is ● necessary tool to deter-
mine which of tire available options is beet suited for a aya-
tem of given size and characteristics. Analytical modeb of
a system provide a more economical and etTective means of
evaluation compared to trace driven and event driven airna-
Iation models. Considerable arqou tof effort has been mad
m the past m developing andytrc~models for the bus ~
snoopy protocols [5, 11, 20, 21, 23, 24]. Even thomgh tke
directory schemes represent an important claaa of cache pm
tocola, an analytical model for studying their behavior does
not exist to onr knowledge. A trace driven simulation model
was used in[] ] to compare the propoeed directory methods.
Thii study was limited to a four proc~r oystem due to the
lack of trace data for larger systems, and the study did not
consider the overall system perform arrce.

In this paper we develop an analytical model for evalrrat-
ing the performance of the directory based cde protocols
for a system using ● Multistage Interconnection Network.
The model uea a markov state approach[24] to calculate the
miss ratioa for the shared accenees in variorra protocoia. The
P-K mean value formul~13] is need to calculate the delaya
seen by a request at variotra service centers. The overheada
of the directory schemes tier mostl in the number of inval-
idation and ifush signals generated b the diredories. Sixa
more than one ittvdidation aignda are generated in a bulk
by a single memory request, and the directory caa not serve
other requ-ta until it haa firtiahed aendi.n the invalidation,

tit is diflicult to mathematically model t e system exactly.
We handIe this situation by considering a fictitioaa source,
which generates theseeigttde and preaenta to the directory,
instead of the directory generating them. These “ nde are

3given higher priority over the other requata by t e dira-
tory. The model is used to memure the relative perform~ce
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of the different directory Schem= with a wide ran e of SY*
tern and workfouf parametem. The analytical mtJel is ver-
ified through event driven simulations. Although it is tradi-
tionally suspected that the directories may become a system
bottleneck, our andysia points to the contrary. Directory
utilization is rather low(around 10~0) even for a system hav-
ing as many aa 1024 processors.

The rest of the paper is organized as foUows. Section 2
discusses the operation of the directory protocols and shows
how to derive the shared miss ratios analytically. Section 3
presents the outfine of the anrdytical model. Comparative
performance results are presented in section 4, and section 5
concludes the paper.

2

2.1

Operation of the Directory
Sc~emes . and Calculation of
MISS Ratios

Operation of various schemes

A comprehensive description of d.i the directory schemea[2,
6, 19] is given in[l]. Here, we present a concise description
of the operations of the various schemes. Alf these directory
schemes maintain the state information on shared blocks in
each Iocd cache. AU of them allow multlple copwa of a shared
block to @@ in the various Ioqsl caches. There can be aa
many copms m a system at any time as the number of caches.
However, when one of the caches needs to modify its local
copy, it has to inform the directory fimt. The directory in-
validates the existing copies in other caches and the block
becomes dirty in the requesting cache. Thus, a block can be
in one of the following states in a local cache : (l)inrdid,
meaning the cache does not have a valid copy of the block,
(2)ualid, meaning this cache, and possibly other caches have
a valid copy, and (3)dir@, meaning this cache pwwsses the
only copy in the system, and it has been modified. In ad-
dition to the above information in the local cmhes, these
schemes dao keep some state information in the directories
saaociated with the memory modules. In Tang’s scheme[19],
the state information of each of the local caches is duplicated
in the directory. Censier and Feautner’s scheme[6] keeps the
same state information, but in a tabular fxahlon. Operation
of these two schemes are the same.

Archibald and Baer’s acheme(2] does not keep the state
information of the individual caches in the directory; it keepa
the consolidated state information of all cubes by using only
two bits per shared block. The information kept in the
dhctories are : (l)lfVVALfD, meaning the block is not
present in any local cache, (2) VALID, meaning the block is
valid in an unspecified number of local caches, (3) VALIDI,
meaning the block is valid in exactly one cache, (4) DfRTY,
meaning the block is dirtg in some cache. The directories
in this scheme do not know the identity of the Iocd cache
havin$ a wxlid or a dirty copy. Since this scheme keeps les
state reformation in the directory, it has a penalty of more
coherence overheads.

Agarwd et.d.[1] developed a generic terminology to de-
scribe the above protocols in a systematic manner. They dao
suggated a new dkectory protocol(cd.led dirl N B), whiih
does not allow a s nxi. block to exist in m re th~ one
cache at a t~me. ‘!~e &rectory entry for a %Iock m thm
scheme keepa ●

r
inter to the cache that contains the block.

If a cache haa a lock in the valid state or in the dirty state,
and another cache rquests a copy of the block, the present
owner invalidates its co y before the the copy is supplied to

ithe requester. This ia t e simplest of the directory schemes
and the detaifa of this protocol are similar to the other pro
tocols as given in[l].

In this paper we adopt a simpler terminology to denote a
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particular directory scheme. Since there is no broadcasting
medinm in a MIN, we drop the B/NB option of(]]. In gea-
eral we wifl call a scheme = dir=, where z is the number of

ocessor indices kept in the directory. Archibald and Baer’s
~heme[2] wilf be denoted as diro, since it d= not keep the
information on any particular cache in the directory. Agar-
wd et al.’s single copy scheme[l] wilf be denoted ax dirl.
Tang’s[19], as well as Cenaier & Feautner’s[6] schemes will
be denoted aa dirN, since they keep the information on all
the local cache in the directory. Afthough the diro scheme
does not keep any information on a particular c~he, it allows
all the caches to have a valid copy of a block.

The above dir. schemes basically operate in the same
way except for some minor differences. FMure. 1 shows the
state dhgram of a shared bkxk ‘m a local cache for the dir=
schemes. This diagram indicates when the state of a block
must change in the local cache. The coherence actions taken
by the directories in the dire, dirl and dirN schemes in the
eventa of a read miss, a write miss, and ● write hit on a valid
copy are depicted in figures 2a, 2.b and 2.c reapediveiy. On
a read miss, the request goes to the directory. If the block is
dirty in another cache, then the block is floshed(retrieved)
from the owner csche, written into the memory, and sup
plied to the requester ss a ualid copy. Otherwise, the block
is supplied from the memory. The dirl scheme, in addition,
invalidates any valid copy in the system. On ● write rniaa,
the directory invalidates the other valid copies, if any, and
supplies the block from the memory. If the block w= dirty
in some cache, it is flushed to the memory fimt and then
invalidated. For a write hit on a dirty, copy no coherence ac-
tion is needed. On a write hit on a valid block, the requester
sends an invalidation request to the directory and the direc-
tory invalidates the other existing valid copies, if any. This
chart shows the basic differences in the number of signals
generated by the directories in the three schemes. Since the
dirfv and dirl schemes know the identity of the caches hav-
ing a valid or dirty copy, they generate the exact numbem
of invalidation and flush signda aa rqnired. However, the
diro scheme does not know the iocation of the valid or dirty
copies, and when recpired, it haa to aend the invalidation and
flush signals to all caches except for the rqueater. The dirl
scheme doen not allow more than one cache to keep a copy of

m case of the diro and dirN ac~$ ‘$%k%i%?%~h%
a block which results in more m“

overheads significantly atkct the overdf performance of the
sghemea as @f be shown in section 4. In the next sukc-
:Ion we desmbe the system and workload assumptions used
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in our study,

2.2 System and Workload Models
The system configuration used for the various schemes is
shown in figure.3. There are A’ processors in the system,
each having a local cache. The processors are connected to
IV memory modules using a MIN. Each memory module has
a directory associated with it for keeping state information
and taking cache coherence actions. A delta network[l 7]
compridn

f
of a forward and a backward network is used

for the M N. The system is assumed to be synchronous and
packet switched. The MIN switch service time forms the
basis of the system cycle time. In further discussions, cycle

I I
t II I

will mean thissystem cyck. The service times of the cdes,
the directories and the memories are integral mdtiplea of
this cycle time. The procemom are repreaeated u delay cen-
ters, and in a given cyck, they submit memory requeata to
their caches with some given probability. However, ●

aceasor waits until its previous memory reqned ia aat
before submitting another request. The ~ystem parameters
are defined below,

Af : no. of procesrsom in the system
k ● k ; size of the MIN switches
td : dmctory access tune
t,:directory controUer service time for generating a angle

invalidation aignd
tc: cache cycle time
t.: MIN switch service time
t”: memory service time
p probabtity that a processor submits a memory rquest

in a given cycle provided it is busy
P.: processor utilization

Workload Paraznetezn

In the absence of measurement data on the memory ref-
erence patterns for krge multiprocesaom, one has to resort
to some kind of synthetic patterns whik analyzing such ap-
terns. The workload model used for this analysis m an exten-
sion of the workload developed in [71. The memory reference
string of a processor consists of two streams, one for rivate
and read-only shared blocks and the other for the reJ&rite
shared blocks. For convenience, we will cdl them pm”uote
requests and shared requestsrespectively . A given memory
reque@ ia to a shared block with probabtity q. and to a pri-
vate block with probability l-g.. When q, = O, there ue no
accesses to shared blockq and hence there is n overhead of

%cache coherence. As q, increasesthe cache co erence over-
head dso increases and the performance b alkcted more. A
private request is a hit in the Iocd cache with probability b
and a miss with probability 1 -h. The number of read-wrik
shared blocks ( or simply shared blocks ) in a system, N,b,
is sssumed to be fixed. A memory request is a write with
probability J“ and a read with probability ~, = 1- ~w. In
invdidation based cache coherence protocols, the parameter
~W plays a major role. When ~W = O, there are no writes
and therefore there ia no invalidation traffic. Aa ~Wincreasea,
the number of write requests incresaes and the invalidation
traffic dso incressea causin performance degradation of the

1#system. The various wor oad parametem are summarized
below.

N,&: no. of shared blocks in the system
q,: prob. that a request is to a shared block ( prob for a

private block is 1 – q, )
\W: prob. that a request is write ( f, = I - \w )
h: prob. that a private request is a hitinthe cache

2.3 Calculation of Shared Miss Ratios
The m? ratio of th

e ‘h”d “wk ‘efF- b kal%%t:the pro abzlzty that the block IS sraua Id lrt the
There are two options available re arding the stak probabik

%“itiea. Firat, we can choose some ar ltrary values for the local
state probabtities independent of the workload and system
parameters and proceed with the analysis. Second, we can
derive the local state probabtities from the markov state dk-
gram of the protocol as functions of the system aad workload
parametem as in [24] and then use them in the analysis. Since
the state probabilities are h“ hly dependent on worklod pa-
rametem in practice, we #follow the second approach in
our study. We will assume infinite Iocd cachea in order to
avoid block replacements. However, the effect of repI~
menti can be easily incorporated in the state diagrama by
appropriately modifying the transition ratea. The markov
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state diagram of ● block in a local cache in the three di-
rectory schemes under consideration was shown in figure. 1.
Since the diro scheme allows all the caches to have valid
copies, the transition ratea for this scheme are the same as
that of the dirj$f scheme. The transition rates for the dirl
scheme are different from the others aa they allow only one
copy in the system at any time. The varioua state probabil-
ities are defin~ below.

p, : probabrhty that a block is in inualid state in the focal
cache

p. : probability that a block is in valid state in the local
cache

P4 : probabtity thata block is in dirty statein the local
cache
By solving the flow balance equationa of the state diagram,
we get the folfowing expressions for the above state proba-
bfiti~.
For dwo and dir~ :

‘d= (N - l)$+N.fw

zo~
0.0 0.1 02 0.s

WrnofmQ”&, *
(

p, = fr.(l + (N -2).pd)

N.fw + f,

P,=l-pd-po

For dirl :

N–1
pl=~

f,.P,p. =
N.jW + (h’ - 1).fr

pd=l-p, -pv

The shared miss ratio P, for the different schemes arc
shown in figures 4 and 5 = a function of the write ratio
j~ ~d the system size N respectively. The miss ratio for
the dwl scheme does not vary with the write frequency since
the protocol allows only a single cache to have a copy at
any time. On both a read request and a write requestfrom
anothercachethiscopyis invalidated.Thus, the writefr~
quencydoesnot haveany specialeffecton the missratio.
The miss ratio in case of the diro and dirfv schemes is low
for smalf values of write frequencma. When write frequency
incresaes, there are more invalidations, and there are more
misses. When the system size increases, with a constant
write frequency, the miss ratioa for all the schemes increase.
This incressq in r$m ratio oc curs due to the fact that the
frequency of mvah atlons incre- when the number of pr-
cesaors, potentially sharing the block, increases. The effect
is more pronouncd in case of the dtro and dirN protocols.
However, rw seen from both figures 4 and 5, the dirl scheme
always has a hi her miss ratio tham the other two schemes.

3The miss ratio ong with the frequency of write hits on valid
blocks determines the amount of shared memory tra!lic r~
leased by a local cache to the network and the directory. The
differences in thii tra!%c along with the number of invalida-
tion and flush signals generated by the directories give rise
to the difference in performance of the various schemes. It
may be pointed out that afthough the dirl scheme generates
the highest miss ratio among the three protocols, the overaff
performance will not be that bad because the dirl scheme
~eeds less invalidations. We wilf see these results in section

v ~ dlrO &dlrN
so ~ dlrl

w-mu

o 20 40 so m
qBundra, N

Figure.5 s&m3dmiaarido=ahmcUon ofthaayat3rnaiza
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3 Outline of the Analysis
A memory request generated by a processor will visit difTer-
ent service centem determined by the type of the reqnent and
the state of the block in the local cache.The delay seen by
a requestatanycenter,or the response time at that center
will depend on the service demand and the amount of input
t@ic at that center. The v “OUSservice dem+nds or service
times are assumed to be fix~and have been d~uaaed along
with the system parameters. The traflic at an input of a ser-
vice center cartbe represented by the probability that there is
a request coming into that input in a given cycle, or in short,
the request probability. The request probabtities at differ-
ent service centers, are in general, functions of the processor
utihzation, the workload parameters and the probabfities of
a block bein in different ntates in the system. The global

%“state probab tms depend on the local date probabfities and
the local state probabfities in turn depend on the workload
parameters and systemsize.The localstateprobabfities
weredefined and derived in the previous section. We define
below various conditional global probabfities to be used in
the analysis.

P(vf,) : probabtity that there are valid copies in the sys-
tem, given that the block is inualid in the local cache

p(vf.) : probabfity that there are other valid copies in
the system given that the block is valid in the local cache.

P(D/t) : probability that there ~ a dirt~ COPYin the SYS-
tem, given that the block is invalid in the local cache

The conditional global probabfitiez will depend on the
local state probabfities and can be expressed M follows :

P(v/8) = (N - 1).p..(l -pV)N-’ for z = 1, and

P(v/1) = 1 –(1 -p. )N-’ Jorz=Oandz=N.

p(v,.) =0 for z = 1, and

N-1

P(v/v) = ~C’~-’.f(l(pv)N)N-’-’ forz=Oandz= N.

p(D/i) = (~ – 1).p~ for all z.

A Queueing Network Model

The closedqueueingmodelofthesystemisshowninfig.6.
Sincewe assumea homogeneoussystem, all the service cen-
ters in a given stage, e.g. all the local caches or all the
directories, can be represented by the behavior of any single
center in that stage. We will assume infinite buffer lengths
for holding requests in the queue at the input of every ser-
vice center. A processor fimt submits its requesta to the
cache. These requests are either satisfied by the cache or are

k
sent to t e forward network. The forward network transmits
all the s ared requests to the dnctory and all the prrvate
requests to the memory. The directory dso receives the r~
quests from a fictitious source for generating invalidations.
The rationalebehind thii source will be explained in a short
whiie. The directory passes the invalidation and flush signals
to the backward MIN and the unsatisfied shared requests and
wntebacks to the memory. The memory sends all its replies
to the backward network. The backward network passes all
the replies and control signda to the cache. A request will

visit some combination of the above service centers depend-
ing on the type of the request and the state of the block
being requested in the system.

The reason for includin s fictitious amrce ●t the input
fof a directory queue iv aa olkrwa. A local cache aenda ordy

a single invalidation requ~t to the directory. The directory
then ~enerates a number of invalidation aignab depending on
the &rectory scheme. These generated invalidation signals
do not represent any red request from a proceaso r. But the
directory has to spend service time on them and it can not
serve any other request until all the invalidation aignds have
been generated. We represent thisphenomenon mathemab
ically by imagining a fictitious source which generates the
invalidation signals and presents to the directory for service.
The directoryTea priorityto thesesignalsoverdf other
requests such t at aa Ion as there is a requat from this
source, other requests wilfnot be served. The invalidation
signda are generated in a burst when there ia an invalidation
request from a proceaaor. We make a simplifying aaanmption
that these signals are uniformly distributed in time and the
probability that there is a requat from this source at any
cycle is time-independent. Though this assumption is inac-
curate, it makea the analysis simpler and does not degrade
the overafl accuracy of the andyzis significantly. The ficti-
tious source dso includes the generation of the extra flash
sign ds required in thediro scheme.

Request Probabilities

The request probability at an input of a service center was
defined earlier as the probability that there ia a request ●t
that input in any given cycle. The dflerent reqneat probabil-
ities shown at the inputs of these queueing centers in fignre.6
are defined below.

pI. : probability that there is a request at the input of a
Iocd cache

p!~ : prob. that there k a requat at an input of a fo~~d
MIN switch
pbm :prob.thatthereiaa requ~tatan kput of a b~-

ward MIN switch
J)fd : prob. that there iz a request from the forward MIN

to a directory
pmem ~ prob. that there is a request at an input of a

memory module
p,n. : prob. that there is an invalidation (or tlush) rqueat

at an input of a directory

The above request probabtities are functions of the procexaor
utilization, the probabfity that ● memory request b gener-
ated, the private and shared reference ratios, the read write
frequencies, private and shared miss ratioa, the local and

!!!
obd state probabfities of the block and the system ah.
ince the three coherence protocols are essentially the same

except for the number of invalidation and flush ai@a gen-

for p,m~ will be the same for all. we will derive the expre
erated, the expressions for the r ueat probabilka except

sion for pt.- below. The expressions for the other request
probabfities are derived in [15].

The invalidation signals are generated by the directory
when (a)there is a write miss and the block ia valid in another
cache, (b)there is a write hit on a valid block and there are
other valid copies in the system, and (c)when there is a read
request for a block that is already valid in z other caches.
Let us define nl, n’ and rn aa the average number of copies
to be invalidated in case a, case b and case c respectively.
Then, nl = (N–1).#,.(1–p~)N-2 forz = 1, n] = (N-1).P.
for z = Nandnl= (N-l) forz=O. nl=Oforz =1,
n2=(N–1).p, forz=Narrdn2=N -l forz=O.
Note that case. c does pot +riae for z = O or z = N and
the number of mvahdatlon mgnds generated w always 1 for
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z = 1. Therefore, ns = pVf, for z = 1 and m = 0 for z = 0
andz=N.

The flush signals are generated by the dlmctory in case
of a uharecj red miss as well m a shared write miss on a
block that IS dwty m another cache. Let us define n4 as the
number of unnecessary flush signals generated for exh such
request. Then rat = N -2 for z = O and nq = O otherwise.
Hence by our definition of p,., Wehave

Ptng = Pw.p.qa.(nl .fw.P1.iIVIiJ + n2. fw.pv.nv/.j

+Tt3.fr,pt.p(V/j) + 434.pl.P(D/s)) for all z.

Reaponae Times

We wiU define the response time of a service center as
the total delay, i.e. the queueing delay plus the service time,
faced by a request d the particular service center. In order
to make the analysis simpler, each service center in the sys-
tem is considered in isolation from the other centers. The
response times of various service centem are enumerated be
low .

rc : response time of a cache controller
T! : response time of a forward MIN switch
Tb: response time of a backward MIN switch
rd : response time of a directory controUer
rm : response time of a memory module

The response time at an individual service center wiU depend
on the number of inputs to that center, the request proba-
bility at that center and the service demand of a reqrnmt
at that center. The well known Pollaczek-Khinchine( P-K)
mean value formula[l 3] wiU be used to derive these response
times. The details of the derivations are given in [15]. The
expression for the directory controller response time is rel-
atively more complex than othem due to the requests from
the fictitious source wklch must get priority. For this queue,
fimt the utilization due to the high priority requests is de
rived, and then the response time is modified according to
the fraction of directory time avaihble for the other requests.

Overall Delays and Processor Utilization

At any point of time a processor is either busy doing some
internal computations or is waiting for the response to a
memory request. The Processor Utilization, Pm is defined
as the fraction of time a processor is busy doing rmme useful
computation. If it is busy, then it submits a memory requezt
to its cache in a cycle with probabtity p. In case of a private
request, the block is immediately supplied if it is a hit, and
if it is a miss, then the block is supplied by the memory
through the MIN with the same amount of delay for both a
read and a write. In case of a shared request, the required
consistency action is hken by the cache controUer and the
corresponding directory near the memory. The request is
satisfied with a variable amount of delay depending on the
state of the block and whether the request is a read or a
write. The processor utilization can be exprrmecl in terms
of these overall deloys. If we define

dP : overaU delay for private requests
L : overaU delay for read requmts to shared blocks
dw : overall delay for Write requests to shared blocks,

then Pu wiU be given by,

P–
1

U – 1 +p.((1 - q,).dP + q..f,.dr + q,.fu-d~)

The values of dP, d, and dw wiU be the aggregated delays
across aU the centem visited by the corresponding request.

10
ao 0.1 0.2 as a4 0.2 I

These delays wiU be functions of the service center reaponae
times, the miss ratios and the local and global state proba-
bfities and are derived in [15].

The system power is defined as the sum of the proceaaing
powem of aU procawom, or N.PU, artd will be used as the
performmce measure in our study. The delays d , dr and

{dWwiU depend on the amount of traffic in the M N, which
in turn is a function of PU itself. Thus we et a nonlinear

‘fequation with P. as the single variable, whJc can be solved
by using iteration techniques as d~uaaed at the end of this
section. More detaUs of the analysis can be found in[15].
Numerical Solutiom and Validation of R.emrlta

Having found the relation between Pmand the various de-
lays, we can employ any standard iterative technique to solve
the equation for P. for any directory scheme. A higher order
iteration would give faster convergence. UsuaUy the speed
of convergence also depends on the initial value. With some
experimentation, P“ = ]IN WM found to be a good ini-
tial value for this problem and usually the convergence took
2 to 6 iterations. Due to finite precision of the computem,
when a number is subtracted from another com arable num-

Lher, the percentage of error may become too “ h because
of truncation. In such a case the iteration tends to. osciUate.
This can happen when the utilization of any servvx cenkr
comes very close to 1 (saturation). When this happens, the
iteration process can be stopped and the value of P. that
caused this saturation can be calculated from the

?
uatiorw

for that center. The analytical solution takenonly o the or-
der of a second to run on a sparcstation/3. An event driven
simulation model was developed[l 5] to verify the analytical
model presented in this paper. The analytical results match
with the simulation results with an accuracy of 5 to 6%. A
sample comparison of the analytical and simulation results
iS pr~nt~ itI figure.+7. The curves are drawn for a dirN
scheme on a system with 64 proceasom, with different values
of the shared reference ratio and write ikquency.

4 Results and Comparison

The choice of system parametem, es,~~Y the service de
mands at various centem has a aigm cant effect on the per-

formance of a protocol on a “ven configuration. The analyaia
developed in section 3 can% applied to any aet of param-
etem. In this section we w some parametem valuw, that
we believe are typical, to compare the performance of the
three directory schemes &mussed in section 2. We choose
the cache service time(t.) to be 1 cyck, since the cachea are
made of high speed memories. The main memories are nor-
maUy a few times slower than the caches, and therefore we
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chcee memory service time(t~) as 4 cycles. When the di-
rectory is designed m a part of the memory module, it will
have an identical access time as the memory (t~=4 cycles).
However the generation of invalidation signals can be done
at a faster speed after the directory is accessed to find out
the status ,of the block in various caches. We uwmme that
each such mvahdat;on or flush mgnal generation takes one
cycle(t, = 1 cycle). The MIN switch sise is chosen to be 2*2
for the results in this section. Although we chose the above
parameters as specific instances, their exact values will de
penal on the system being designed. We will use the procm
ing power(sum of processor utilizations) of the system as the
performance measure in the following discussions.

Figure.8 shows the relative performance of the three di-
rectory schemes for a system with 64 processors. For q, = O,
all the memory requests are to the private blocks, and all
the schemes have identical performance. By increasing q,,
the coherence overheads increase, wiuch lemis to a perfor-
mance degradation in ail the schemes. The dirl scheme per-
forms slightly better than the diro scheme in spite of having
a higher miss ratio. The rerumn is the large number of inval-
idation and flush signals generated by the later. The dir JV
scheme performs better than the dirl scheme even though
it incpm. more invalidation overheads than the later. This
supenonty m performance can be attributed to the lower
miss ratio of the dir~ scheme over the dirl scheme for the
chosen value of ~w. Figure.9 shows the effect of increming
the system size on performance. The dirN scheme is always
superior to the other two for the chosen values of workload
parameters. It can be noticed that the performance of the
diro scheme is the one that is .dkctedthe most when the sy+
tern becomes larger. The reason is that the overheads of this

la - w ~.1 IM.9 p=02
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14- ~dto
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wrna~iti
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scheme grow direct ly with N (always N-1 invalidations, ir-
respective of how many are really needed). The diro scheme
is well suited to systems where broadcasting is allowed. If ●

MIN can be designed with broadc~ting capability, then the
diro scheme will perform well.

It waa observed in ~tion 2 that the ~ ratio of tie
diro and dlrN schemes rncreaaes wrth write equency w e
the miss ratio of the dirl scheme remains constant. The in-
validation overheads @ increiwe with an increase in write
frequency aa they are dmctly related. The above facts sug-
gest that although the dirN scheme may perform better than
dirl for lower valuea of f~, its performance will d rade at
a faster rate than the later with increase in ~W. ?!grme.10
shows that this is in fact the case. Initially, dirN is much su-
perior in performance, but after ~W is around 0.30, the dirl
scheme performs nearly as good as the dirN scheme with the
chosen parameters. For lower values of fw, the diro scheme
also performs better than the dirl scheme. For higher valrm
ofj.,dirl performs better. An additional advantage for the
dirl scheme is that the storage requirements for thio scheme
is only slightly higher than the diro scheme, but sribatantiaUy
leas than the dirN scheme. Therefore, the cost/performance
ratio of the dir I scheme may prove to be more attrxtive.

Since the directory controlled handk all the coherence ac-
tions, one might suspect that they may soon become a bottle
neck. We show the directory utilisation of the three schemes
as a function of the system size, for relatively higher 9, and
~W,in figure. 11. While the directory in the diro scheme atarta
saturating after N =256, the directory ntihzation of the dirN
scheme remains low even up to N = 1024, at around 10%.
The dirl scheme has similar low directory ntilizationa. The
directory schemes adapt weU to the growth in system size,
simply because with the growth in the number of memory
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modules, the number of directories dao increasa and the
requests get drntnbuted.

5 Conclusion
The directory based cache protocob provide an important
alternative in designing large scale cache coherent multipr-
cemom. In this paper we presented an andyticd model for
evacuating the performance of various directory schemes on
a MIN based multiprocessor. The miss ratios for the shared
memory references for different schemes were derived analyt-
ically. A model was devised to handle the balk generation
of the invalidation and flush signdz mathematically. Overall
analysis of the schemes showed that the dirl scheme performs
nearly as good az the dir~ scheme. Although dir~ performs
better in moat c-, the saving of directory storage space in
the dirl may make the later scheme more attractive. Perfor-
mance of the diro scheme is severely dTected by the increase
in syntem size due to the generation of a large ❑umber of
invalidation signals. The directories in the diro scheme dso
become saturated f-t. However, the directories in the dirl
and dir~ schemes remain rather underutilized even for a SY*
tern containing as many as 1024 procezsom. We would like to
point out here that since there is not a single implementation
of a directory scheme reported in the literature, we had to
second guess many operatiorm Hence the results prwwmted
in this paper should not be over emphasized. The analytical
technique presented here, however, will be helpful for eval-
uation and quick prediction of performance of a directory

based cache coherent multiprocessor when implemented.
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